
Speech Communication

Name of App Platform Description
AACorn iOS (Apple) An AAC app for children that replaces the grid of folders layout and uses a system of branching pathways called the Word Tree™. Children make a word 

choice and new branches with suggestions for the next word in a sentence present themselves automatically as needed. No More ‘Hunting and Pecking’ 
for words hidden in folders or grids. No need to be able to use a keyboard or memorize where to find words. Works for pre-literate and non-verbal 
children.

Alexicom AAC iOS (Apple) Provides over 2,500 pre-made pages and over 25,000 real photo and SymbolStix images in their public libraries. Create speaking and linking pages that 
never expire in the app. Text to speech and recorded audio. Includes one and two switch scanning; sequential and row/column scanning; auditory 
scanning.

Alexicom Elements Adult Home (Female) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for an adult in the home environment. Includes over 100 pages for eating, drinking, feelings, 
needs, getting dressed, washing up, books, music, movies, games, puzzles, cooking, social interactions, and much more. 

Alexicom Elements Adult Home (Male) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for an adult in the home environment. Includes over 100 pages for eating, drinking, feelings, 
needs, getting dressed, washing up, books, music, movies, games, puzzles, cooking, social interactions, and much more. 

Alexicom Elements Child Home (Female) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for a child in the home environment. Includes pages for eating, drinking, feelings, needs, 
getting dressed, washing up, sensory toys, favorites, books, songs, people games, and much more.

Alexicom Elements Child Home (M) 
SymbolStix

iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for a child in the home environment. Includes pages for eating, drinking, feelings, needs, 
getting dressed, washing up, sensory toys, favorites, books, songs, people games, and much more.

Alexicom Elements Child Pre (M) SymbolStix iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for an "emergent" AAC user first being exposed to AAC. Includes pages for both home and 
school, including pages for eating, drinking, washing up, needs, favorites, school subjects, teachers & classmates, calendar days, months, dates, and years, 
math operations, numbers 0-30, animals, transportation, science, spelling, songs, games, toys, and much more.

Alexicom Elements Child School (Male) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for a child in the school environment. Includes pages for a variety of school subjects, including 
English, math, art, music, schedules, social activities, people, eating, drinking, feelings, needs, verb conjugations, categories, and much more.

Alexicom Elements Core 280 (Female) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for a literate, fluent AAC user. This page set contains 280 frequently used, versatile core 
vocabulary words grouped grammatically and color-coded using the Fitzgerald Key format.

Alexicom Elements Core 280 (Male) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for a literate, fluent AAC user. This page set contains 280 frequently used, versatile core 
vocabulary words grouped grammatically and color-coded using the Fitzgerald Key format.

Alexicom Elements UK Child Home (Male) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for a child in the home environment in the United Kingdom. Includes pages for eating, drinking, 
feelings, needs, getting dressed, washing up, sensory toys, favourites, books, songs, people games, and much more. 

Alexicom Elements UK Teen Home (Male) iOS (Apple) A collection of linked augmentative communication pages for a teen in the home environment. Includes pages for eating, drinking, feelings, needs, getting 
dressed, washing up, books, music, movies, games, cooking, sound effects, and much more. 

Answers:YesNo Free iOS (Apple) Simple yes-no board with the ability to program and save text and picture button sets with custom audio.

App2Speak iOS (Apple) An interactive, customizable speech output software application for the iPad. 
APP2Speak™ includes 80 preset communication wants and needs. Each page displays 20 real-life photos with words. Each selection provides voice output 
(with male or female voice options) for word and phrase describing a want or need. 

App2Speak Android An interactive, customizable speech output software application. 
APP2Speak™ includes 80 preset communication wants and needs. Each page displays 20 real-life photos with words. Each selection provides voice output 
(with male or female voice options) for word and phrase describing a want or need. 

Apraxia Therapy Lite iOS (Apple) A  speech therapy app that uses video to help people speak again. This app can help you overcome the frustration and helplessness of not being able to 
communicate clearly after a stroke.

ASL Translator iOS (Apple) Translates English text into ASL signs

Assistive Express iOS (Apple) An AAC device designed to be simple and efficient. Word prediction helps minimize required keystrokes to have a conversation. Landscape and portrait 
modes available. Favorites list for users to save commonly used sentences. Favorites can be recorded with a choice of three voices. Has large font and 
buttons for easy access. Currently only designed for the English language.

Attainment Switch iOS (Apple) Turns an iOS device into a wireless accessibility switch

Ava - Communicate Beyond Barriers iOS (Apple) Allows deaf & hard-of-hearing people to understand and participate in conversations with people who can hear.  The app uses voice recognition 
technologies to show a real time, color-coded transcript of the discussion.

Avaz Pro iOS (Apple) AAC app developed for children who are non-verbal or who have difficulty speaking. For children with Autism, Down Syndrome, Angelman's Syndrome, 
Aspergers, Apraxia and other non-verbal conditions. The user interface is designed to make speech therapy more effective, develop a child’s language, 
and improve his/her intent to communicate. Includes 3 research-based, graded picture vocabularies, and a Core Words set that will help a child begin to 
communicate.

C.P.A. (Comunicador Personal Adaptable) iOS (Apple) Spanish communication app
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ChatAble iOS (Apple) Create and use symbol based grids or use photos to make visual scene displays. Communication aid app for people with communication difficulties who 

benefit from symbol and photo support.

ClaroCom Free iOS (Apple) An iPad or iPhone App for AAC (Augmentative and Alternative Communication). ClaroCom helps to replace speech for those with impairments in the 
production of spoken language. ClaroCom is suitable for children or adults with some or full literacy, and can assist users who have limited or no speech 
and language difficulties.

Clicker Communicator (PCS Symbols) iOS (Apple) AAC app that gives a voice to children and young people with speech and language challenges.

CoughDrop iOS (Apple) An AAC communication and support tool that empowers individuals and the teams. A full-featured communication app built for individuals with autism, 
cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, Angelman syndrome, Rett syndrome, or other complex communication needs. Struggling or emergent communicators 
can use the boards and buttons inside of CoughDrop to generate sounds and speech to help them more comfortably communicate. 

CPA 3.0 iOS (Apple) Comunicador Personal Adpatable, sistema de comunicación para personas con problemas graves de comunicación (autismo, trastornos neurológicos, 
discapacidades motoras, afasias).

DynaVox Compass iOS (Apple) Customize communication pages according to age, ability and topics

Flip Writer AAC iOS (Apple) Type a message and see it displayed on two displays, one facing you and a second outfacing display for a communication partner. Has Text-to-Speech 
ability and a large tap surface for those with motor difficulties.

FreeSpeech iOS (Apple) An app to explore the English language! Drag and rearrange picture tiles, and FreeSpeech will convert them into a perfectly grammatical English sentence. 
Explore how tenses, sentence forms, parts of speech, and other grammatical properties change the structure of English -- and it's all visual!

Gateway with Compass iOS (Apple) Compass provides a voice for individuals who cannot use their natural voice to participate in their everyday lives.  This version of Compass includes the 
premium Gateway pageset. Created by Dr. Joan Bruno, Ph.D., CCC-SLP, Gateway is comprised of single words that can be joined together to create longer 
messages.

GoTalk Now iOS (Apple) An augmentative communication app for those who have difficulty speaking. Create up to three personalized communication pages in this app! GoTalk 
NOW LITE includes adjustable page layouts, customizable navigation, recorded and text-to-speech capabilities, and an included symbol set. 

GoTalk Now Free iOS (Apple) AAC app. Create up to three personalized communication pages by editing pre-made examples. Choose 1-25 locations (cells) per page.

GoTalk NOW LITE iOS (Apple) An augmentative communication app for those who have difficulty speaking. Create up to three personalized communication pages in this app! GoTalk 
NOW LITE includes adjustable page layouts, customizable navigation, recorded and text-to-speech capabilities, and an included symbol set. 

GoTalk Now Plus iOS (Apple) PLUS comes bundled with extra content from GoTalk Now to help you get more out of the app. SymbolStix and The GoTalk Image Library includes over 
15,000 images! Has Ready-Set-Communicate, a pre-made communication book for children ages 3-10. PLUS also contains 7 English text-to-speech voices, 
including 2 children’s voices. Internet connection is required to download the additional content.

GoTalk Wow iOS (Apple) GoTalk WOW is an AAC (Augmentative and Alternative Communication) app designed specifically for the Apple Watch. Enjoy quick access to a customized 
messages right on your wrist! Use your recorded voice or the built-in text-to-speech to express yourself. Enjoy access to the built in GoTalk WOW image 
library, emoji, or your own custom images to set up your Talking Points. 

Grid for iPAD - VPP iOS (Apple) Symbol and text AAC for all ages and levels of literacy. Grid for iPad is designed for people with conditions such as: ALS /MND, Autism, Cerebral Palsy, 
Down’s syndrome, Learning difficulties, Stroke / Aphasia

Hostpital Talk iOS (Apple) An app that helps hospital patients with communication difficulties to get their message across to staff and carers.

iSpeech iOS (Apple) Converts text to speech-additional Mexican Spanish Male Voice in-app purchase for $.99.

iSpeech Translator iOS (Apple) Speak and translate words or phrases in multiple languages

Jabberwocky AAC iOS (Apple) Jabberwocky AAC is an assistive communication app which enables a user with limited speech to talk using only head movement.

Jabberwocky Hands-Free AAC iOS (Apple) An assistive communication app which enables a user with limited speech to talk using only head movement.  Users with any device that supports Face ID 
can use the head tracking feature to type using only head movement, and then use text-to-speech to talk.

LAMP Words For Life iOS (Apple) Full English vocabulary AAC language app that combines the power of the PRC Unity language system with Language Acquisition through Motor Planning 
principles and strategies.

Language Therapy Lite iOS (Apple) 4-in-1 speech therapy app that boosts reading, writing, speaking, and listening in people with aphasia, whether you’re recovering from a stroke or brain 
injury.
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Listen and Speak iOS (Apple) An augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) language app that can help people who can not express themselves verbally to communicate their 

needs and thoughts.

Look2Learn iOS (Apple) AAC software which allows individuals to work at their own communicative level using photos to express their wants and needs.

1 Social Stories for Problem Behavior iOS 6.0 or later. 
iPhone, iPad, and 
iPod touch.

A bundle of five apps all have social stories and other tools and supports to help improve challenging problem behaviors.

MyTalkTools Mobile iOS (Apple) AAC software. When purchased, it includes access to MyTalk Mobile (stand alone software) and a 30-day trial of optional MyTalk Workspace.

MyTalkTools Mobile Lite iOS (Apple) AAC software. Fully functional verson of MyTalk Mobile with 20 cell capacity, using one, two or more boards.

OneVoice-AAC iOS (Apple) Turns the iPad or iPhone into an AAC device. Pre-populated vocabulary (focused on children), but you can add your own phrases and photos.

PECS Phase III iOS (Apple) Designed to look just like a PECS™ communication book permits a teacher to practice picture discrimination with one or several learners within a single 
session. Touching the correct icon results in immediate visual and auditory feedback from the device. If the learner touches an incorrect icon, there is no 
significant feedback. A correct picture selection results in access to a desire item or activity!

PODD with Compass iOS (Apple) Includes the premium PODD pageset.  Organizes whole word and symbol vocabulary to provide immersion and modeling as well as a means to express a 
range of messages in a variety of environments. 

Predictable Android Text-to-speech with customisable AAC functions with social media integration. Word prediction.

Predictable iOS (Apple) Text-to-speech with customisable AAC functions with social media integration. Word prediction, switch access.

Predictable Espanol iOS (Apple) Text-to-Speech app for iDevices (Spanish version)

Proloquo2Go iOS (Apple) Symbol-supported communication app. Includes research-based vocabularies, customizable features, and natural sounding voices.

Proloquo4Text iOS (Apple) Text-based communication app that gives a voice to people who cannot speak. AAC solution for literate children, teens, and adults.

Quick Talk AAC iOS (Apple) Turn your iPad, iPhone, or iPod Touch into an AAC device.

Sesame Talking Keyboard iOS (Apple) This hands-free, touch-free app was designed for those who cannot speak for themselves, and lack the mobility needed to control the device with their 
hands. For people living with ALS (Lou Gehrig Disease) or MS (Multiple Sclerosis), the app tracks subtle head movements and offers typing without the 
need to touch the screen. The keyboard then speaks out the written message, making it possible to communicate with surrounding people even without 
a voice.

SmallTalk Aphasia- Male iOS (Apple) Provides a vocabulary of pictures and videos that talk in a natural human (male) voice. Contains a starter set of icons to introduce you to the Lingraphica 
communication system.

SmallTalk Aphasia-Female iOS (Apple) Provides a vocabulary of pictures and videos that talk in a natural human (female) voice. Contains a starter set of icons to introduce you to the Lingraphica 
communication system.

SmallTalk Common Phrases iOS (Apple) A series of speech-exercise videos, each illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce common phrases, such as greetings, 
conversational  phrases, and aphasia-oriented phrases (for example, "I had a stroke.").

SmallTalk Consonant Blends iOS (Apple) A series of speech-exercise videos, each illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce consonant blends where two or three 
consonanats are blended together, usch as "bl" or "str."

SmallTalk Conversational Phrases iOS (Apple) Contains words and phrases commonly used in conversations, such as greetings, responses, requests, and statements about well-being.

SmallTalk Daily Activities iOS (Apple) Contains words and phrases related to the Acitivities of Daily Living, such as bathing, dressing, grooming, and leisure.

1 SpeechTree iOS 5.1 or later. iPad. Only AAC app that combines an Interactive Learning Program & Complete AAC Communication System. Perfect for beginning and emerging AAC 
communicators who require lots of practice, encouragement, and support.
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SmallTalk Days, Months, Dates iOS (Apple) Provides a series of speech-exercise videos, each illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce the days of the week, months of the 

year, and ordinal numbers 1st through 31st. 

SmallTalk Dysphagia iOS (Apple) Designed for people with an impairment of the the ability to swallow. Contains 50 phrases that cover eating equipment, meal assistance, diet, liquids, 
medications, and conpensatory treatment techniques. Also contains four demonstration videos of treatment techniques commonly used for swallowing.

SmallTalk Intensive Care iOS (Apple) Provides a picture-based vocabulary of phrases that patients can use to communicate their needs and feelings to medical-care providers in the ICU, such 
as "I have chest pain" and "I want a doctor."

SmallTalk Letters, Numbers, Colors iOS (Apple) Provides a series of speech-exercise videos, each illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce the 26 letters of the English alphabet, 
numbers 1-20, and primary colors.

SmallTalk Oral Motor Exercises iOS (Apple) Designed for people with weak mouth, tongue, and lip muscles and/or poor oral coordination. Contains videos illustrating cheek, tongue, palate, lip, and 
jaw exercises that help strengthen the oral musculature.

SmallTalk Pain Scale iOS (Apple) Designed for people with aphasia, apraxia, or dysarthria. Contains pain descriptions and images from the Wong-Baker Faces Pain Scale.

SmallTalk Phonemes iOS (Apple) Provides a series of speech-exercise videos, each illustrating the tongue and lip movements necessary to produce each of the phonemes in the English 
language.

Snap + Core First Full iOS (Apple) AAC app for non-verbal individuals who have difficulties speaking, including those with autism, Down Syndrome, Rett Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, aphasia, 
and intellectual disabilities. This AAC app is designed to let users start communicating quickly and guide them from their first words to literacy.

Snap Scene iOS (Apple) Provides instant scene-based commnunication and language learing.  Take a photo and tag it with recordings to let your child communicate.

Sono Flex iOS (Apple) AAC vocabulary app that turns symbols into clear speech. Offers language to nonverbal users who are not yet in full control of literacy.

SoundingBoard iOS (Apple) Transforms any iDevice into a communication device. Create custom boards using AbleNet symbols or user's own words. Good for children in special 
education, persons on the autism spectrum, and adults with disabilities.

Speak for Yourself iOS (Apple) AAC app uses a word-based vocabulary of the most frequently used words in communication.  Individuals learn to use their communication device with 
the same principles they use to play an instrument or type on a keyboard. Has the capability to begin with one word, but contains almost 11,000 Smarty 
Symbols® and allows the user the potential to access almost 14,000 words, with no more than two touches to say a word.

SPEAKall! iOS (Apple) Designed to introduce augmentative and alternative communication in autism specturm disorders and/or developmental speech and language disorders.

SpeakText FREE iOS (Apple) Speak and translate text documents and Web pages

Speech Assistant AAC iOS (Apple) Designed for people who are speech impaired. This may be in the case of aphasia, MND/ALS, autism, stroke, vocal cord problems or other speech 
problems.
With the app you can create categories and phrases, which are placed on buttons. With these buttons you can create messages that can be shown or 
spoken (text-to-speech). It is also possible to type any text using the keyboard.

Speech Assistant AAC Android Designed for people who are speech impaired, but are able to read. This may be in the case of aphasia, MND/ALS, after a stroke, in case of vocal cord 
problems or other speech problems.  Create categories, words and phrases, which are placed on large buttons. With these buttons you can create 
messages that can be shown or spoken. Type any text using the keyboard.

Speech Sounds for Kids iOS (Apple) Promotes phonemic awareness, auditory discrimination and speech sound production using a multi-sensory approach. Recommended for children aged 
approximately 4 years – 7 years, depending on their individual needs. The app helps children produce and explore the 22 consonant sounds of English 
using a multi-sensory approach. It also allows for the users’ results to be recorded and sent to their therapist or teacher.

Speech Sounds on Cue for iPad iOS (Apple) Speech therapy treatment software for articulation difficulty caused by apraxia of speech or other speech difficulties. Contains over 500 videos, sound 
clips and color photos designed to help adults and children to produce the consonant speech sounds in isolation, in words and in sentences. Now 
includes recording, playback, rhyming words and randomization.

Speech Tree iOS (Apple) AAC app that combines an Interactive Learning Program & Complete AAC Communication System. For beginning and emerging AAC communicators who 
require lots of practice, encouragement and support.

Speech with Milo Articulation Board Game iOS (Apple) 1,400 stimulus picture cards (initial, medial and final options for each sound) in a game format. Also tracks data.

Symbol Overlay Maker iOS (Apple) create printable picture symbol overlays for all of your AbleNet devices with the AbleNet Symbol Overlay app. Included in the app are templates for all 
AbleNet devices, over 7,000 picture symbols, the ability to use pictures taken with your camera or import pictures from the Photos app, ability to rotate, 
zoom, and move images around a message cell, ability to add text to a message cell, and export to PDF or print via AirPrint

Talk for me iOS (Apple) Multipurpose communication tool that allows people to communicate their needs using images that they take with their iPod, iPhone, or iPad.
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Talk For Me - Text to Speech iOS (Apple) Speech communication app with typing or six main custom buttons for input.

Talk Suite Pro iOS (Apple), iPad This app offers a complete communication environment to support not only the person who uses the app, but also the families, teachers, SLPs and others 
who are part of that individuals world.

1 Talk4Me iOS (Apple) Select an available image to help communicate with your children with autism or speaking issues.

1 TalkRocket Go iOS (Apple) Communication aid for all ages and abilities. Presents useful words and images based on a user's physical location. Comes with features for physical 
accessibility, such as scanning.

TalkTablet Android A fully-featured AAC speech/communication solution for people who have difficulty communicating as a result of autism, aphasia, Down Syndrome, 
stroke, laryngectomy or any other condition that affects a persons ability to communicate effectively.

TapToTalk iOS (Apple) Turn your iOS device into an AAC device. Tap a picture and it speaks. Each picture can lead to another screen of pictures. Includes sample albums.

TippyTalk iOS (Apple) The TippyTalk app is the first of its kind; we are the first communication tool that removes the person living with the verbal disability from the limitations 
of same room communication and opens the door to the world around them.

TippyTalk EDU iOS (Apple) TippyTalk is a new picture to text technology, allowing instant 2-way communication between a nonverbal person and anyone they choose. TippyTalk 
also focuses on name first communication moving away from the I WANT, I NEED statements used by other systems.

Tobii Dynavox Compass Connect iOS (Apple) AAC app for various ages or communication levels. Contains a large variety of communication content including pagesets structured to address the 
unique needs of individuals with autism, cerebral palsy, aphasia, apraxia, Down syndrome, developmental disabilities, ALS, Stroke, and Traumatic Brain 
Injury, as well as other communication challenges

Total Talk iOS (Apple) AAC app with Generative Language PLUS fantastic new communication options: Story Mode, Photo Albums, EZ Phrases, Quick Chat, and My Stuff.

TouchChat HD with Word Power iOS (Apple) TouchChat HD for iPad is a full featured communication solution for individuals who have difficulty using their natural voice.

Translator - Voice to Voice Translation iOS (Apple) Speak and translate any words or phrases including email or text in multiple languages with iSpeech Translator. The app’s human-quality text to speech 
and speech recognition are brought to you by iSpeech API

Translator with Speech HD (free) iOS (Apple) Translates and pronounces the translation. Speech-to-text option translates your spoken text into many languages.

Unity Connect iOS (Apple) An augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) language app that integrates the power of the PRC Unity® language on a PRC device with an iPad 
application.

Verbally iOS (Apple) AAC app for the iPad. Tap what you want to say and Verbally speaks it for you.

Verbally Premium iOS (Apple) Full-featured AAC app includes expanded features to make real conversation a reality. Customize your voice, add your own phrases, and save your 
conversation history to scan, tap, and say again later.

:Prose iOS (Apple)  App that let’s you speak using body language instead of visual symbols. Starting with simple finger taps and swipes in the Canvas area, you can speak 
your own phrases out loud and communicate with others. Further, :prose enables you to pair bluetooth connected sensory devices as remote controls to 
command :prose to speak out loud from your Smartstones Touch device or your Apple Watch.
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